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ABSTRACT : This paper deals with dynamic characteristics of fine sand under the earthquake and /o r the excavation blasting
effect. Those fine sand recently deposited in the foundation area of the d e e p -w a te r cofferdam for the Three Gorges Project
(T G P ). T hanks to both the lab and in—situ experiments and measurements and to numerical analyses as well, this sand layer
might readily be liquified where the overlying load is relatively low or where the ground is load—free. The sliding circular with
the lowest safety factor for the cofferdam is passing throught the sand layer.
As for the problem of blast loading, it seems to have a bearing on the project lower than a Grade 7 earthquake does.
RESU M E: Le present rapport decrit les caracteristiques dynamiques des sables fins deposes sous l’action du seisme et/ou de
l’explosion pour l’excavation. Ces sables sont deposes a la zone de la fondation du batardeau a l’eau profonde du projt des Trois
—Gorges Pendant ces dernieres annees. D’apres les essais au laboratoire, l’experimentations insitu et l’analyses numeriques, on
trouve que les sables fins sont faciles a liquefier dans la zone ou le charge de dessus est relativement faible ou le sol est charge—
libre. L ’arc glissant ayant le plus faible coefficient de securite passe cette couche de sable. A propos du probleme de la charge de
l’explosion, son effet a l’egard du projet est fortement inferieur de celui de seisme.
1 INTRODUCTION
Three Gorges Project, the ongoing giant m u lti-p u rp o se
project on the Yangtze River, China, is located some 40km
above the already built and commissioned Gezhouba project.
Since this began to impound water as early as in 1981, there
has been a layer of fine sand, more than 10m thick, deposit
ed in the T G P area, which are fine yet uniform in grain size,
with a very low density. As it would be rather difficult to
clean aw ay, it is reasonably an imperative necessity to study
their possible impacts on the to —be—constructed d e e p -w a 
ter cofferdam in the light of possible seimic events in the
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Fig . 1 T h e t yp ical sectio n o f d e ep - w at e r co fferd am o f T G P

The dynamic action or effect would be including two as
pects; one is the seismic effect, and another is the extensive
blast vibration effect induced due to foundation excavation. It
is interested to gain a clear idea of whether these dynamic ac
tions would cause rising of pore water pressure in the sand de
posits and reduction of their shear stren g th , thereby endan
gering the safety of the structure’s slopes, or whether the de
posited materials themselves would be so liquified as to even
tually lead to instability of the cofferdam.
2 BREIF OF T H E DEEP - W A TER COFFERDAM AND
BASIC PR O PER TIES OF T H E SAND

Fig . 2 T h e g rad atio n co m p osition cu rve o f sand d ep osits

Shown in Fig. 1 is the typical section of the d e e p -w a te r
cofferdam. The fill materials to be used are chiefly local de
composed granite (or s o -c a lle d weathered sand ). This is
proposed to be dumped in the flow for its lower 60m underwater portion, whereas placed in — the — dry and compacted
in layers for its upper 30m. Underneath the cofferdam there
lie a layer of recently deposited sand and a layer of natural

The d e e p -w a te r cofferdam, 90m high, is to be construct
ed out of w ater measuring 60m in depth. When built up ,it
will creat a huge reservoir with a capacity of 2 X 1 0 9 m3. Its
target duration of service lasting 6 years, this structure is not
only extreme importance in ensuring safety of dam construction, but quite too challenging as one of the major technical
problem of the TG P.
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sand—gravel below, 18m and 10m in thickness , respective
ly. Installation of two concrete c u t - o f f walls are envisaged
inside the structure, with their lower ends cutting the fine
sand and sand—gravel layers by lm throught into the strong
ly weathered bedrock, The fine sand deposited have a fairly
low natural dry density, normally of 14. O'—'14. 8 k N /m 3,
with a relative density Dr = 0. 3 8 ~ 0 . 49. Their natural gra
dation composition is shown in Fig. 2.

materials. Fortunately, as shown by the practice with Stage I
Cofferdam, with its massive weight (lo ad ) the cofferdam
body is offering a densification action to the underlying
sands, a factor much contributive, in tu rn , to the stability of
the structure itself.
4 LIQ UEFACTIO N DISCRIMINATION OF A CERTAIN
SAND DEPOSITED PLOT
The designed earthquake intensity is of Grade 7 , with a
maximum ground acceleration a™, = 0. 18, and the equiva
lent cycle number (or index) N = 1 0 , it is now required to as
sess liquefaction potential of a certain sand deposited plot,
20m in depth. And this we made an approach to using the
following three m ethods, namely the Seed’s simplified
m ethod, S —wave velocity—based mathod and Seed &. Idriss
shear stress comparison m ethod:

3 DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF T H E FINE SAND
UNDER SEISMIC LOADING
It is noted the dry density of the sand deposites tends to
be enhanced under the overlying cofferdam. With the experi
ence of stage I cofferdam (some 40m in h e ig h t), the dry den
sity is estimated as 14. 8 k N /m 3 and 15. 5 k N /m 3; the rela
tive density, 0. 49 and 0. 65; the consolidation pressure, «3=
100, 250 and 400 K Pa; and the consolidation ratio, Kc = l.
0 , 1. 25 and 1. 50. Three failure criteria are presumed for
test specimen, namely either ^(dynam ic strain) = 5. 0% and
10. 0 % , or Ud(pore pressure) = a^. The experiments were

1. Seed’s simplified method
Seismic shear stress

performed on a H X — 100 type servo dynamic/static triaxial
apparatus for dynamic shear modulus and damping ratio and
on a CKC triaxial cyclic test apparatus for antiliquefaction
strength. The indices of dynamic strength thus obtained are
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r .f k N /m 1)

d/m oduhu Ed(M Pa)/dam ping ratio Xf
a(M Pa)
d/strain «* = 10 ' d/strain u = 10” * d/strain t i = 10 1
1 3 3 /0 .0 2 0

4 3 /0 . 081

1 3 /0 .1 6 3

0 .1 0
1 4 .8

0 .2 5

(2)

= c r • C A j-)r • h

The failure criterion may be evaluated taking £6 = 5% .
And from this we are consequently led to know if there is a
possibility for liquefaction to occur in the 20m deep fine sand
layer as affected by Grade 7 earthquake:
When r<i = 1 4 . 8k N /m 3,
[ t d ] / f » , < l . 25 (liable to liquefaction) ;
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Test results on dynamic modulus &. damping ratio of the sands

dry density

M

ing initial liquefaction, and its value may be obtained from
the dynamic strength curve plotted through experiment with
Kc=l > or according to some experience equations.

In d ic e s o f d y n a m ic s tr e n g th

dry density rd(kN/m3)

(1)

From the ratio of [ r d ] / t av it is readily discriminated
whether the sand would be liquified. In the above expression,
Td
(Jj
Eq. ( 2 ) , ( — ) = ( - — ) refers to the shear stress ratio dur-

listed in Table 1, and , the values of dynamic modulus and
damping ratio, corresponding to 10 vibration cycles , in T a
bles 2 and 3.
T a b le 1

t.v = 0. 65 — r M • h
g
A n ti—liquefaction shear stress

2 7 8 /0 . 012

8 9 /0 .0 5 4

2 9 /0 .1 6 0

4 0 0 /0 . 012

12 8 /0 . 022

4 1 /0 .1 3 4

1 6 5 /0 . 020

4 8 /0 .0 6 2

1 4 /0 .1 6 0

3 3 3 /0 . 015

1 0 5 /0 .0 4 4

3 3 /0 .1 5 0

5 0 5 /0 . O il

1 5 6 /0 .0 2 5

4 8 /0 .1 2 2

When r j = 1 5 . 5k N /m 3,
[ Td]/T .v> l . 25 (unliable to liquefaction).

0. 40

2. S —wave velocity method
As an integrated index reflecting the dynamic properties
of soil, shear wave velocity is now used more and more.
Whenever the shear wave velocity is becoming lower than the
critical value of soil liquefaction, the soil would likely be sub
ject to liquefaction. T he shear wave velocities for the dis
cussed sand layer were obtained as a result of field measure
ments and those underlying stage I cofferdam (see Table 4).
From the table below, the wave velocity is evidently higher in
the sand underneath the eofferdam than in the open ground.

0. 10
0. 25

1 5.5

0. 40

T a b le 3
—

D y n a m ic p a r a m e te r s o f th e s a n d s
at ni n r

mimic pumetrT
G/ Gm
1

5X10- * 1XI0 - * 5X1 0 - ’ 1X10"< 5 X10 —41X10- * 5X10- * 1 X1 0 "*
0. 96

0.92

0. 65

0.70

0.54

0.37

0.16

0.11

0.006

0.01

0.03

0.043

0.062

0.10

0.1Z

0.16

It is seen the dynamic modulus is markedly reduced with
the increased dynamic strain, while the damping ratio,

Table 4

markedly increased, this indicating a non — linear feature.
Besides, G/G™* is reduced with the increased shear strain,
too, and this reduction is shown to be evenmore remarkable
than for the case of ordinary sand and gravel.

M easured and critical wave velocities o f the find sand

location (d ep th ,h .m )

shear wave

critical wave velocity

velocity

V „ (m /s )

V .C m /s)
natural sand deposits

1 0 4 .0

h<15m

h>15m

131.5
-1 4 4 .5

In a w ord, in their natural state the deposited sediments
are normally lower in both dynamic strength and dynamic
modulus. So, without being enhanced their density, it would

sand deposits underneath stage I cofferdam
<16'—17. 8m )

15 9 .7
161

sand deposits underneath Stage I cofferdam
( 1 6 - 2 3 . 5m )

be, perhaps, rather hard to ensure dynamic stability for the
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17 6 .1

17 6 .3

Studies showed that in the sand layer the shear wave ve
locity is closely correlated with the blows of S P T , and they
bear a relationship as follows:
V, = KN°,
(3)

Table 5 Anti —liquefaction safety factors

]
3
5
7
13

Where the values K and a may be obtained from the statistical
data measured. And here we have V. = 75. IN ?'398.
The critical wave velocity V „ can be determined in the
following way.- for convenience, sake a concept of critical
SPT value N „ is introduced, and thus we have V scr = K N %..
As long as N „ is found in the relevant code, VKr can be readi
ly determined. In this article the values of VKr are also listed

0. 60
0.69
0.97
1.17
1.73

r j = 15. 5 (kN/m1)

X= 3

X =0

X=2

X=3

0. 94
0. 97
1.10
1.23
1.72

1.06
1.02
1.12
1.20
1.77

1.21
1.09
1.21
1.56
4.92

1.05
1.10
1.57
2.41
7. 79

1.07
1.18
1.69
2. 54
8.14

means a great possibility for liquefaction to take place within
the range of 5m in depth. As for rd = 1 5 . 5 k N /m 3, the value
F is , as a rule, greater than 1. 0 at all locations (depths). If
instead, however, a higher value F ^ l . 20 is to be taken as a
criterion liquefaction would still be possible even at the depths
of 13m ( rd = 1 4 . 8) and 7m ( rd = 1 5 . 5). In short, it would
be quite possible to be subject to liquefaction for the sand de
posits, load—free area or outside the cofferdam, but unlikely
so for those underlying a fairly thick earth masses or fills.
This result just coincides with the results led to by the afore
mentioned another two methods.

3. Seed &■ Idriss’s shear stress comparison method
This method is based on taking it as a standard for dis
criminating liquefaction potential w hether the an ti—liquefac
tion safety factor F is less than 1. And this safety factor may
be defined as :

5 R E S P O N S E O F T H E S A N D D E P O S IT T O SEISM IC
D Y N A M IC S A N D A N A L Y S IS O F T H E D Y N A M IC S T A 
B IL IT Y

According to researches the dynamic response for the
sediments under a seismic action has principal features as fol
lows:

F = 0 .6 l[ r _ ]
(4)
If F ^ l , there tend to be liquefaction, and not if F > 1 .
In Eq. ( 4 ) , t m„ denotes the maximum dynamic shear
stress, which can be obtained through analysis of the seismic
responses recorded. T he approach to this is to apply the wave
theory—based equivalent linearized solution to the seismic re
sponses occurring in one—dimensional nonlinear soils, that is
, to equally divide the sand deposits into n horizons, uniform
ly stratified, isotropic yet linear viscoelastic, so as to m ake,
for each of them , their shear modulus and damping ratio be
as a function of shear stress. In so doing, by way of equiva
lent linearuzation, the seismic responses in the non — linear
sand horizons can be readily simplified into those just as in the
linear ones. T h en , referring to the sand param eters, both
static and dynamic, as well as the tim e—travel curves, plot
ted for the imput waves from the seismic accelerations of
ground motion, seismic shear stresses are worked out. At
different depths the anti—liquefaction shear stress can be cal
culated from the following expression:
M = CrCd(*d/03c)rh
(5)
Where C, and Cd are respective correction coefficents for the
difference between lab and field values and the relative densi
ty of the sand, ( t d/ a 3c) can be determined from the regres
sion equation:
= A + D lg N f

x=o

find sand layer around the upstream toe of the structure > it

in Table 4.
The comparison between V. and V „ showed that for the
free ground outside the cofferdam the wave velocity in the
natural deposits is apparently lower than the value V „ , indi
cating a great possibility of the materials being liquified , and
that for those lying within ■the bounds of the structure,
whenever the overlying earth at the toe exceeds 15m in thick
ness they woundn’t , because of w eight, be liable to liquefac
tion , or otherwise.

-

rd = 14. 8(kN/m3)

X i
II

depth (m)

1. The acceleration is universally greater than 1. Om/s2
in the sand layer, especially at the upper toe of the coffer
dam , where the ground acceleration would be of 1. 76m /s2;
2. The distribution of accelarations in elevation sees no
such law as of being enhanced uniformly with the height and
reaching its maximum at the top, but is closely related with
the pattern of spreading of the strata themselves;
3. The newly—deposited sediments have a dynamic dis
placement of l~ 2 c m or so;
4. The maximum value of dynamic shear stress normally
occurs at a place just below the upstream toe of the coffer
dam , which , along with that part of the foundation immedi
ately close to the bottom of the structure, forms a major dy
namic shear stressed zone, disadvantageous evidently to the
stability of its upper slope.
N on—linear dynamic stability analysis based on Duncan
model was done of the proposed structure proper and the sand
deposited underneath it. As shown by the calculations, the
pore pressure ratio accounts for 60% at the maximum at the
ending of an earthquake, when the most critrcal sliding circu-

(6)

Where Nf is the equvalent cycle factor, the coefficients A and
D are related with the dry density of the sand and their newly
—assumed the failure strain Ed,and h is the depth.
The anti—liquefaction safety coefficients calculated there
from are listed in Table 5.
Calculations showed that for rd = 1 4 . 8 k N /m 3 the value
F is universally lower than 1. 0 within a depth of 5m of the

Fig . 3 T h e slid in g circu lars 1 &. 2 w it h th e m inim um safety facto rs
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lar, in terms of seismic stability of the cofferdam , would
pass from the upper portion of the structure through the
deepseated slide plane in the fine sand layer, as illustrated in
Fig. 3. This is considered to be as a result of the dynamic
pore pressure ratio (6 0 % ). Stability analyses showed if the
degree of sand liquefation is taken into consideration the safe
ty factor would be reduced from 1. 26 to 1. 05 and from 1.16
to 0. 95 for the slide planes 1 and 2 , respectively. This im
plies to ensure liquefaction—free to the under lying soils is of
great significance to the stability of such a cofferdam .

the s h o r t-tim e seismic action. From the test results as well
as the static FEM calculations on both the cofferdam body
and its foundation, an elementary flowingslip resulted steady
—state strength $>e (an equivalent internal friction angle) can
readily be worked out. N ow , let the sand layer underneath
the structure be broadly divided into 4 zones, and for each of
them the value <t>e is listed in Fig. 5.

6 STEADY - ST A T E STREN G TH CHARACTERISTICS
OF T H E SAND DEPOSITS
6. 1 Conception o f steady —stale strength
As is well known whenever saturated loose sands, being
constant in volume , are subjected to the action of uni—direc
tional or alternate sudden—change loads, their shear resisting
capability would tend to be lowered. When the shear strain
happens to be very sm all, a peak strength would be arising,
but this would repidly be so reduced with the increased shear
strain as to eventually enter a steady flowing state of residual
strength .called the steady — state strength. T h en , if the
shear stress is greater than this value, the uni — directional
and considerable flow failure would inevitably be induced.
This theory, how ever, is generally considered more applica
ble to the liquefaction problem with sloping saturated sandy
soil.

6. 3 Stability analysis o f the u /s co fferd a m slope
The above indices are used as calculating parameters for
fine sand and static parameters are normally assumed for all
other materials , and , based on those , the calculation results
are shown in Table 6 and Fig. 6.
Table 6

The safety factor of the stability analysis

6. 2 Stea d y—state strength characteristics o f the sand deposits
The test samples used were made initially from the de
posited sand being in the most loose state, with a dry density
of 11. 0 ~ 1 1 . 8 k N /m 3. When consolidated , this dry density
was increased up to 12. 8 ~ 1 3 . 6 k N /m 3,a value slighted low
er than that of the natural sediments . Shown in Fig. 4 is the
stress strain curve obtained through the consolidated and
undrained triaxial test. The curve belongs to a slip flow curre
typical of softened saturated loose sand.

Fig . 6 T h e circu lar f o r th e m in im u m safety f act o r in th e co fferd am

From Table 6 it is noticed the upstream slope is indicated
to be instable as a whole. However, the actual situation may
be some what better as the value £> is referring to the lower
dry density. But no m atter the existence of a fine sand horizone is extremely disadvantageous to the cofferdam in terms
of its earthquake resistance, especially where the overlying
load is relatively ligh t, e. g. , at the toe , or where load is
free. These spots would most probably be subject to liquefac
tion. Hence appropriate measures are again suggested to be
taken to ensure its safety.

The peak strength took place at £p < 2 % , where the
stready — state strength is far lower than the peak one. In
shearing process the shear shrinkage occurred evidently, with
a maximum pore pressure ratio of 0. 7 ~ 1 . 0. The reduction
was accomplished almost simultaneously from the peak
strength through to the failure point, it might be regarded as
flowing slip. T hu s, the flowing slip failure would take place
once the strain has been so accumulated as to reach 2 % under
0.5

"o
*

a45
0.4

' ^

0.35

7 DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS UNDER BLAST VI
B R A T IO N -IN D U C E D LOAD.
During the blast — aided excavation of the foundation
p it, such a problem, worthy of n o te, will naturally arise as to
whether the sand layer bed would be liquified, thereby en
dangering the structure. In the p a st, few if any efforts were
ever made on studying the dynamic characteristics of sand un
der blasting. But this m atter is very much to T G P , which
would involve consequently quite intense yet frequent blasting

Axial strain r (%)
P o r e p r es s u re

cu rve

T E S T N o .T 2 2

7^ - 1 . 1 5

Fig . 4 T h e stress— strain cu rve and p ore w at er p ressu re cu rve fo r T EST N O T 2 2
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operations. To this end the research efferts arranged cover
three aspects; a. field research on the acceleration distribu
tion under the blasting and the regularity of rise and fall in
dynamic pore pressure as well as the measured frequency
spectrum characteristics of blast vibrational w aves, with the
findings used as a basis for in p u t; b. lab research on the dy
namic characteristics of the sand deposits under the blast vi
bration action j and c. assessment of the impacts on the pro
ject.

7. 2 Laboratory research
Experiments were performed using a specially — made
triaxial blast vibration test apparatus. From the field mea
surements 4 bands (or zones) of typical wave pattern were
analyzed into as respective dynamic loads applied . The blast
vibrational wave effect may be , referring to the actual seis
mic wave action otherwise produced, regarded as a result of
superposition of the effects by some of these 4 bands. All the
tests were carried out under the conditions, saturated yet non
—drained, with a consolidation pressure of 200 k P a, K c = l.
0 and 2. 0 and the dry density for the specimens of 15. 5 k N /
m3, which was assumed to simulate the post — consolidation
regime of the sand deposits under the overlying pressure. The
main findings obtained are briefly described as follows.
1. For a certain dynamic stress ffj the dynamic pore
pressure is increased with the increased number of acting
blast vibration and the greater the dynamic stress , the higher
the dynamic pore pressure will be; besides, the more quickly
the number of acting blast rises, the lesser the number will be
of the blast wave as required to come up to liquefaction (Fig.
8).

7. 1 Field experiment and research
In situ measurement was done directly inside the sand
layer under lying stage I cofferdam. The methods of blasting
used are mostly such as large—and medium—bore deep—hole
millisecond bench shooting, under — cutting and presplitting
and otherwise, with a single—shot powder charge W = 1 6 ~
644kg or a total powder charge for each round throw 2 W =
400~ 4600kg. According to measured data it is realized that
the blast vibrational accelerations and their tim e—travels are
characterized by the shortness of duration of the peak load ac
tion, while seeing extremely quick rising of the blast pres
sure , in addition to the steepness of wave front and disconti
nuity of blast vibrational waves produced between each two
single shots, as shown in Fig. 7. The frequency spectrum
characteristics displayed is that the distribution of amplitude
frequencies for one single blast is exactly the result of super
position of the effects by all the single shot blasted zones
within a frequency dom ain, that the frequency band is within
8—88 HZ. ; The dynamic pore pressure is not high, and the
measured peak pore pressure ratio equals to 0 .1 7 8 , or merely
0. 22 at the maximum , indicating no liquefaction will be
caused. The maximum vibrational acceleration is 1. 3g and
the maximum vibrational velocity is 7. 5 m /s. Though the
peak value of acceleration is high, so is its frequency. From
these it is concluded as compared to the seismic one , the blast
vibrational load is greater in amplitude value, higher in fre
quency , more simple in frequency spectrum , shorter in dura
tion and rapid in attenuation, and consequently considered its
destructive effect is lesser than would otherwise be produced
by some equivalent earthquake.

2. For a certain dynamic stress ad the dynamic strain is
increased with the increased number of acting blast. The
greater the dynamic stress, the higher the dynamic strain and
its rate as well will be . Research showed that the dynamic
pore pressure ratio is approximately of 0. 4 or so , as corre
sponding to the dynamic strain rate at its initial growth.
3. The dynamic pore pressure has a sole relation to the
dynamic strain (Fig. 9 ) , while being not much related with
the dynamic stress. This means the evolution of the dynamic
pore pressure represents, in substance, a textural failure of
the test specimen caused by the dynamic strain. When the
dynamic strain is less than 0 .1 1 5 % , no dynamic pore pres
sure will occur at all ,and this value we hence regard as a *
Threshold of Dynamic Strain".
4. For all the 4 wave patterns aforementioned the dy-
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namic constitutive relation may be fitted well using a parabol
ic curve, so as to ,o n this basis, establish the relation for
G /G m ~ r / r r (F ig. 10) or E /E mal ~ £/£r (where eris called
the reference strain, representing a ratio of the maximum dy
namic modulus Em„ to the final value of dynamic stress omaK)
and that for the damping ratio: X=Xm„ ( l —G /G m„ ) ; where
Xm„ may be assumed as 0. 3.
5.
The level of the pore pressure developed under biased
consolidation (K c = 2) is shown to be for lower than that occuring under uniform compaction with a similar dynamic
stress, a factor indicating the favourable effect of biasing to
dynamic strength.

,r / r .

Fig . 10 T h e cu rve o f G / G „ „ ~ r / r ,

(a ) f ir s t act io n o f b last

(b ) second act io n o f b last

Fig . 11 T h e iso p leth o f p ore w at er p ressu re u n d er b lastin g in th e satu rated sand layer
(t = 1 3 5 0 jis )

6. FEM was used for stability analysis. In the calcula
tion the measured time —travels of typical blast vibration ac
celerations were applied for at the downstream toe of the cof
ferdam to work out , through modulation, the blast vibration
accelerations in both the bedrock and the cofferdam. Each of
the acting ranges of blast vibration was regarded as a single
time interval (1 2 0 ~ 2 0 0 fis). Once calculations were accom
plished for all the time intervals within the entire duration of
blasting, stability of the structure could then be readily ap
proached to in terms of its final pore pressure field .stress
field and strain field as well. Researches showed that the first
action of blast represents a control condition for stability, as
showing in Fig. 11, while the succeding ones leading the pore
pressure to so dissipate as to allow the soil enhancement.
From these it is reasoned out the stability of the cofferdam
and its foundation is markedly superior under the blast to that

would otherwise appear under the seismic one. Nevertheless,
to add to or ensure its safety necessary limitations and provi
sions shall be reasonably imposed on the consumptions of
blasting powder applied during construction.

8 CONCLUSIONS
1. The sand deposited upderneath the deepwater coffer
dam , being fine and uniform in grain size, seems to probably
see great possibilities of being liquified whenever subject to an
earthquake with an intensity of as high as up to Grade 7 , es
pecially at below the u /s toe (w ith a slope height of 5 ~ 1 5 m )
and outside this slope. So, necessary measures shall be ade
quately taken against failure if any.
2. Stability analyses on the u /s slope indicated that the
safety coefficient is rather low for the deep sliding circular
passing through the discussed sand layer, especially whenever
the pore pressure coefficient becomes so great as to possibly
result in a safety factor equal to less than 1. 0. Therefore,
adequate measures are suggested to be taken to strengthen
some of the local areas above mentioned.
3. As a pilot effort, the o n —th e—spot researches made
on the under —th e —blast —vibration dynamic characteristics
of the sand and the parameters of in —situ blast vibration ef
fect have yielded significant results, and they show that the
load by blast vibration is relatively high in frequency, simple
in frequency spectrum , short in duration and quick in attenu
ation. Consequently, it is considered to be less harmful as
compared to that by an earthquake. Hence no special engi
neering measures shall be considered for it , though certain
limitations are recommended to be imposed on both powder
factor and methods of blasting .
4. Necessary ballasting measures shall be considered for
around the u /s toe of the cofferdam and the free ground out
side the slope. According to dynamic analyses , it is recom
mended to add a layer, some 10m thick , of waste rock solids
or other else materials onto the sand bed within a range of
50m outside the slope angle to prevent the foundation there of
from being liquified and thereby enhance the deep sliding re
sistance of the u /s slope.
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